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ABSTRACT: On purpose to enhance the generating force of
ionic polymer−metal composite (IPMC) actuators, the
thickness of the ion-exchange membrane is manipulated in
two different ways. One is grafting poly(styrenesulfonic acid)
onto poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) films
with varying thickness, and the other is stacking pre-extruded
Nafion films to thicker films by pressing at high temperatures.
For both groups of the membranes, ionic properties including
ion-exchange capacity and ionic conductivity are maintained
similarly inside the groups regardless of the thickness. The
actuation tests clearly show the increase in generating force
with increasing thickness of the IPMCs prepared. It is due to a
larger bending stiffness of thicker IPMCs, which is consistent with the predicted result from the cantilever beam model. The
increase in force is more remarkable in Nafion-stacked IPMCs, and a thick IPMC lifts a weight of 100 g, which far exceeds the
reported values for IPMCs.

KEYWORDS: ionic polymer−metal composite, actuator, electroactive polymer, force generation, ion-exchange membrane,
thickness manipulation

1. INTRODUCTION

Ionic polymer−metal composites (IPMCs) are a kind of
electroactive polymers that exhibit shape or volume changes in
response to electrical stimulation.1 IPMCs comprise an ion-
exchange membrane with two metal electrodes plated on the
surface.2−4 When applying electric potential to the electrodes,
the mobile ions combined with water molecules are drawn to
the electrodes by electrostatic force. The movement of the
hydrated ions induces the changes in volume of the ion-
exchange membranes, resulting in the actuation of IPMCs.3,5

Because IPMCs can show a large bending strain and a prompt
response under low applied voltages, they have considerable
potential in developing artificial muscles for robotic,
biomedical, and aerospace fields.6,7

However, the application of IPMCs has been restricted
because of their insufficient force generation. Many efforts have
been devoted to address this issue.7 First of all, the structure
and morphology of the metal electrodes were improved by
using electroplated layers,8 buffer layers,9 and nanothorn
electrodes,10 leading to the reduced surface resistance and
enhanced capacitive properties of the electrodes. In addition,
the ion-exchange membranes were reinforced by incorporating
them with nanoparticles, such as carbon materials11−14 and
silicates,15,16 thus providing the improved mechanical and
electrical properties for the membranes. Despite some progress
being achieved, the maximum weight lifted by IPMC actuators
in the actual demonstration reached only about 7.7 g,17 which

still needs to be improved in order to be pertinent for a wide
variety of practical applications. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop IPMC actuators with a highly enhanced force
generation.
One method to improve the force of IPMCs is related to the

thickness manipulation of ion-exchange membranes, which
determine the dimensions of IPMCs. IPMCs, with well-
designed dimensions, can be beneficial in generating a large
force. Indeed, it has been experimentally proven that the
increase in the membrane thickness imparts an enhanced force
to the IPMCs.18 However, because most IPMCs have been
fabricated with thin pre-extruded ion-exchange membranes, for
example, Nafion and Flemion, the thickness of the resulting
IPMCs has been limited to less than 500 μm, causing low force
generation.19−22 Although a few ion-exchange membranes
prepared via solution casting exhibited increased thick-
ness,17,23,24 the method does not seem to be convenient
because of the low reproducibility and long duration for casting
membranes. Consequently, a simple, reproducible, and scalable
procedure for controlling the thickness of ion-exchange
membranes is still needed to enhance the force generation of
IPMC actuators.
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Herein, two favorable methods are suggested to obtain the
ion-exchange membranes with desired thickness. One is
radiation-induced graft copolymerization of ionic monomers
onto fluoropolymer films,25 and the other is stacking of pre-
extruded ion-exchange membranes via pressing at high
temperatures.18 Both processes provide ion-exchange mem-
branes with controlled thickness as well as uniform distribution
of ionic groups through the entire thickness. The resulting
membranes are employed for IPMC actuators, whose perform-
ance is systematically characterized. This approach demon-
strates that manipulating the thickness of IPMC actuators is an
effective route to their enhanced force generation, allowing
their expanded use for a variety of practical applications.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. The following were purchased from Aldrich:

poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropylene) [P(VDF-co-HFP),
Mn = 130000], styrene (99%), chlorosulfonic acid (99%), 1,2-
dichloroethane (99%), tetraammineplatinum(II) chloride hydrate
(98%, [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2·xH2O), sodium borohydride (98%), sodium
carbonate (99%), a sodium hydroxide standard solution (0.1 M), and a
hydrochloric acid standard solution (0.1 M). Pre-extruded Nafion 117
films were obtained from DuPont. Styrene was purified by distillation
under reduced pressure. All the other chemicals were used without
further purification.
2.2. Radiation Grafting. P(VDF-co-HFP) was molded into films

with thicknesses of 100, 200, and 550 μm by using a hot press. Under a
nitrogen atmosphere at room temperature, the films were irradiated
with γ-rays using a 60Co source.25,26 The irradiation rate was 7.0 kGy·
h−1. The absorbed dose for each film was varied as follows: 30 kGy for
100- and 200-μm-thick films and 50 kGy for 550-μm-thick ones.
For graft polymerization, the irradiated films were immersed in

purified and nitrogen-purged styrene at 70 °C. The grafting time for
each film was adjusted as follows: 8 h for 100- and 200-μm-thick films
and 16 h for 550-μm-thick ones. The resulting films were Soxhlet-
extracted with chloroform for 6 h to remove the residual monomer
and polystyrene (PS) homopolymer. After the grafted films were dried
to a constant weight, the degree of grafting (DOG) was determined as
follows:

=
−

×
W W

W
DOG(%) 100

g i

i

where Wg and Wi are the weights of the grafted and initial films,
respectively.

To offer ionic groups to styrene, the PS-grafted films were swollen
in 1,2-dichloroethane for 24 h and then sulfonated by soaking in a 0.5
M chlorosulfonic acid/1,2-dichloroethane solution for 48 h. The
sulfonated films were rinsed with ethanol several times, followed by
boiling in deionized water for 6 h.

2.3. Stacking of Nafion Films. To find the optimal conditions for
stacking Nafion films, the thermal behavior of Nafion, depending on
temperature, was characterized by using thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Both curves were
recorded at a heating rate of 10 °C/min under nitrogen atmosphere.
The chemical structure of the pristine Nafion film and the stacked one
was analyzed by using Raman spectroscopy with a Nd:YAG laser.

Nafion 117 films were cut into proper dimensions (∼70 × 70 mm2),
and the surfaces were cleaned with n-hexane. The films were piled in a
stainless steel mold, and the thickness of the product was controlled by
varying the number of the stacked layers. The mold was placed
between preheated presses at 190 °C for 30 min, and then a pressure
of ∼40 MPa was applied at the same temperature for 10 min. After
cooling to room temperature, the resulting membrane was boiled at
100 °C for 1 h in the following aqueous solutions in sequence: 10 wt
% of hydrochloric acid, 10 wt % of hydrogen peroxide, and deionized
water.

2.4. Characterization of the Membrane Properties. The
distribution of sulfonate groups in the ion-exchange membranes
obtained via radiation grafting and film stacking was observed by using
energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS).

To quantify water uptake, the ion-exchange membranes were dried
to a constant weight and followed by sufficient hydration with
deionized water. The water uptake is defined as follows:

=
−W W

W
Water uptake(g/g) wet dry

dry

where Wwet and Wdry are the weights of the wet and dry membranes,
respectively.

To evaluate the ion-exchange capacity (IEC), the membranes were
dried to a constant weight and then immersed in a known volume of a
0.1 M sodium hydroxide solution for 48 h. The protons in the
membranes were thoroughly exchanged for sodium ions. The amount
of the protons was quantified by titration of the exchanged solution
with a 0.1 M hydrochloric acid solution. IEC is calculated as follows:

Figure 1. Schematic for two approaches to prepare ion-exchange membranes with different thicknesses. (a) P(VDF-co-HFP)-g-PSSA membranes
obtained by a γ-ray-induced grafting method and (b) Nafion films stacked by pressing at high temperatures.
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where Mex is the number of moles of the exchanged ions in the
membrane, and Wdry is the weight of the dried membrane.
To measure ionic conductivity, the membranes were fully hydrated

with a 0.1 M aqueous solution of sodium carbonate. It enables the
mobile ions in the membranes converted into sodium ions, which also
occurs under the conditions of real actuation. The membranes were
cut into a size of 10 × 40 mm2 and then mounted onto the
conductivity cell with a four-point probe. The impedance analyzer was
operated in galvanostatic mode with a current amplitude of 0.01 mA
over the frequency range from 1 MHz to 10 mHz using the Nyquist
method.27

To observe the structure of ionic clusters in the membranes, small-
angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) measurements were conducted with Cu
K-alpha radiation (λ = 0.154 nm). For the measurements, the
membranes containing mobile ions of H+ were sufficiently hydrated
with deionized water.
2.5. Fabrication of IPMCs. IPMCs were fabricated with the ion-

exchange membranes prepared through radiation grafting and film
stacking. The membranes with a size of 50 × 50 mm2 were sufficiently
soaked in a 0.5 wt % aqueous solution of tetraammineplatinum
chloride hydrate and then placed in a bath containing 300 mL of
deionized water at 40 °C. A 5 wt % aqueous solution of sodium
borohydride was utilized as a reducing agent to form platinum layers
on both surfaces of the membranes. Five milliliters of the solution was
added to the water bath with stirring every 30 min. In order to provide
the metal electrodes with a constant thickness for all IPMCs,
regardless of their membrane thickness, the total amount of the
added solution was regulated.
2.6. Actuation of IPMCs. For characterization of the actuation

properties, the mobile ions in IPMCs were exchanged for sodium ions
by soaking them in a saturated aqueous solution of sodium carbonate
for 24 h. The IPMCs were cut into strips with a standard dimension (5

mm in width and 40 mm in length) and then mounted on a laser
displacement meter incorporated with a load cell (Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information). The displacement and blocking force of
IPMCs were observed under direct current (DC) and alternating
current (AC) voltages. When measuring the actuation properties, the
applied potential (2, 3, or 4 V) and detection point (10, 15, or 20 mm
away from the grip) were chosen for each IPMC; in this way, the
displacement and blocking force of IPMCs could be more distinct.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Preparation of Ion-Exchange Membranes. Figure 1
describes two different methods to provide ion-exchange
membranes with controlled thickness. One route is radiation
grafting. It has been shown that radiation grafting can be an
effective approach to prepare ion-exchange membranes with
designated ionic groups either cationic or anionic and thus
IPMCs exhibiting improved performance.25,26 In addition,
radiation grafting can easily produce large-area ion-exchange
membranes28,29 which lead to a low-cost and high-throughput
process for the fabrication of IPMCs. The radiation grafting is
usually performed as follows.30,31 A base polymer is irradiated
with γ-rays to create radicals. Next, the radicals are reacted with
monomers, resulting in the graft polymerization of monomers
onto the base polymer. Finally, the grafted polymers are
functionalized to offer ionic groups. In this study, P(VDF-co-
HFP) was selected as a base polymer in virtue of its good
mechanical properties and high radiation resistance.30,31

Sulfonate groups, the most commonly used ionic groups for
IPMCs,7,19 were introduced into the ion-exchange membranes
by styrene grafting and sulfonation. As a result, poly-
(styrenesulfonic acid) (PSSA)-grafted P(VDF-co-HFP) [P-
(VDF-co-HFP)-g-PSSA] ion-exchange membranes were ob-

Table 1. Properties of Produced Ion-Exchange Membranes

material denotation thickness (μm) DOG (%) IEC (meq·g−1) water uptake (g·g−1) ionic conductivity (mS·cm−1)

P(VDF-co-HFP)-g-PSSA TN 260 96 2.86 2.01 159
MI 530 93 2.83 1.94 156
TK 1280 98 2.76 1.90 151

Nafion 1L 190 0.91 0.22 15
3L 570 0.92 0.23 18
5L 955 0.91 0.24 18
7L 1340 0.91 0.25 19

Figure 2. (a) Thickness change of P(VDF-co-HFP) films by radiation grafting and hydration. (b) Sulfur profiles through the thickness of the P(VDF-
co-HFP)-g-PSSA membranes with different thicknesses.
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tained as shown in Figure 1a. The amount of ionic groups in
the resulting membranes can be regulated by varying the
grafting conditions.26,32 Moreover, unless the base polymer is
not extremely thick, the ionic groups can be evenly distributed
in the entire membranes. Consequently, this radiation-grafting
method allows the prepared ion-exchange membranes with
different thicknesses to contain the same amount of ionic
groups per unit volume.
The other route to manipulate the thickness of ion-exchange

membranes is stacking of pre-extruded membranes. Nafion is
the most representative material for ion-exchange membranes
of IPMCs. However, the thickness of most Nafion films has
been limited to less than 500 μm. While solution-cast Nafion
films showed an increased thickness, it was difficult to prepare
uniform membranes with a large area. In addition, the long
duration for film casting led to low productivity.17,33

Fortunately, it has been demonstrated that Nafion films can
be stacked via pressing at high temperatures (Figure 1b).18

Through varying the number of stacked layers, the thickness of
the resulting films can be readily controlled without the
variation of the other membrane properties.
3.2. Properties of Radiation-Grafted Ion-Exchange

Membranes. P(VDF-co-HFP) films, with three different
thicknesses of 100, 200, and 550 μm, were utilized as the
base polymer for radiation grafting. The radiation dose and
grafting time for each film were controlled to give identical
DOG values to all three films regardless of their initial
thickness. The DOG values for PS are directly related to the
amount of ionic groups in the P(VDF-co-HFP)-g-PSSA
membranes because sufficient sulfonation can provide sulfonate
groups for almost all of the grafted PS monomers. Table 1
summarizes the properties of the P(VDF-co-HFP)-g-PSSA
membranes obtained from the base polymer films with three
different thicknesses. They exhibited almost identical IEC,
water uptake, and ionic conductivity, as expected from their
comparable DOG values.
The thickness of the base polymer films largely increased via

radiation grafting and hydration as shown in Figure 2a.
Through radiation grafting, the P(VDF-co-HFP) films with
thicknesses of 100, 200, and 550 μm were converted into the
P(VDF-co-HFP)-g-PSSA membranes with thicknesses of 170,
300, and 800 μm, respectively, when dehydrated. Hydration

also induced the increase in the thickness of each membrane,
up to 260, 530, and 1280 μm, respectively.
In principle, radicals are evenly generated in the entire region

of the base polymer films by γ-ray irradiation. However, as the
thickness of the films increases, monomers need a longer time
to penetrate through the films and to react with the radicals.34

For this reason, using a thick base polymer film often leads to
the uneven distribution of ionic groups in the membranes
obtained via radiation grafting. In other words, the ionic groups
might exist mostly on the membrane surface rather than the
middle interior region. To inspect the distribution of sulfonate
groups, the sulfur profiles through the membrane thickness
were observed by using EDS. As shown in Figure 2b, all three
membranes including the thickest one (TK) displayed the
uniform distribution of sulfur, thus indicating an identical
amount of sulfonate groups per unit volume in these
membranes.
The structure of ionic clusters in the prepared membranes

was observed with SAXS measurements. While previous
research has reported the existence of ionic clusters in
radiation-grafted ion-exchange membranes,35,36 the X-ray
diffraction by ionic clusters was not found for the P(VDF-co-
HFP)-g-PSSA membranes in this study (Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information). This might be due to the irregular
distribution of sulfonate groups in the membranes, leading to
the absence of X-ray diffraction peaks. Nonetheless, the
P(VDF-co-HFP)-g-PSSA membranes exhibited high ionic
conductivity, indicating facile transport of hydrated ions
through the membranes. Consequently, it was expected that
the performance of IPMC actuators is not largely affected by
the irregular distribution of ionic groups.

3.3. Properties of Stacked Nafion Films. Stacking pre-
extruded ion-exchange membranes is a simple and reproducible
method to obtain ion-exchange membranes with controlled
thickness. However, in previous research, stacking Nafion films
have been used based on empirical knowledge.18,37 In this
study, an optimized procedure for stacking Nafion films was
designed by systematic analyses, and the property variation of
the resulting films was examined.
Figure 3a describes the thermal properties of pre-extruded

Nafion films. The TGA curve shows the mass change of the
Nafion films as a function of increasing temperature. At
temperatures below 250 °C, the mass loss was mainly caused by

Figure 3. (a) DSC (black) and TGA (blue) curves of Nafion 117 films containing mobile ions of H+. (b) Raman spectra of Nafion 117 (1L) and
stacked Nafion films (5L).
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the removal of water that was bound to the ionic groups in the
films. However, the degradation of the material, such as
desulfonation and decomposition, was distinctly observed over
300 °C.38−40 In the DSC experiment, the ionic clusters in the
Nafion films exhibited transition behaviors over 140 °C,38−40

which are necessary to connect the ionic clusters between the
stacked films for ion transport through the whole films. The
crystalline regions of Nafion films melted at around 230
°C.38−40 However, the fully melted films brought about the
flowing of the material during the stacking procedure, causing
trouble in controlling the thickness of the resulting films.
Because Nafion films at around 190 °C were not entirely
melted but softened, pressing allowed them to be completely
combined together. Indeed, when observing the cross-sectional
image of the membrane stacked with 5 layers of Nafion 117
films at 190 °C (Figure S3 in the Supporting Information), the

interfacial layers between the stacked films were not found. To
examine the change in the chemical structure of Nafion films
due to the stacking process, Raman spectroscopy was utilized.41

As shown in Figure 3b, the stacked Nafion film (5L) showed an
identical Raman spectrum with that of the pristine film (1L),
implying the appropriateness of the stacking process.
The thickness of the processed Nafion films was propor-

tionally increased with a number of stacking layers (Figure 4a):
the thickness of the 1L, 3L, 5L, and 7L films was 190, 570, 955,
and 1340 μm, respectively, when they were hydrated. Figure 4b
displays the sulfur profiles through the thickness of the Nafion
films. The stacked films (3L, 5L, and 7L) exhibited the uniform
distribution of sulfur which is the same as that of the pristine
film (1L). The stacking process enables the resulting Nafion
films with different thicknesses to have almost identical
properties including water uptake, IEC, and ionic conductivity

Figure 4. (a) Thickness of stacked Nafion films with a different stacking number of Nafion layers when dehydrated and hydrated. (b) Sulfur profiles
through the thickness of the stacked Nafion films.

Figure 5. Actuation performance of IPMCs based on P(VDF-co-HFP)-g-PSSA membranes. Time−displacement curves of the IPMCs measured (a)
at a point of 10 mm away from the grip with 2 V of DC and (b) at a point of 20 mm away from the grip with 3 V of AC in the form of a step wave at
a frequency of 1 Hz. The thicknesses of TN, MI, and TK IPMCs were about 280, 550, and 1300 μm, respectively. (c) Blocking force of the IPMCs
with different thicknesses recorded with a load cell at a point of ∼15 mm away from the grip under 3 and 4 V of DC. (d) Actuation test of the TK
IPMCs with a size of 30 × 40 mm2 under 4 V of DC for 20 s. The weight of the coin was about 7.7 g.
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(Table 1). The structure of ionic clusters in the Nafion films
was also observed with SAXS measurements (Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information). As previously reported,39 the pristine
Nafion film had the ionic clusters with a size of about 4.41 nm.
The stacked films (5L) showed ionic clusters with an almost
identical size (4.24 nm). It means that the stacking process
hardly changes the structure of the ionic clusters, and thus, the
ion transport through the membranes will not be disturbed by
the interfaces between the stacked layers. Therefore, it was
concluded that the proposed stacking procedure for Nafion
films is effective to manipulate the thickness of ion-exchange
membranes without any variation of other membrane proper-
ties.
3.4. Performance of IPMC Actuators with Different

Thicknesses. The IPMC actuators were fabricated from both
ion-exchange membranes obtained via radiation grafting and
stacking Nafion films. Through a common reduction
method,2,4,42 platinum layers with a thickness of ∼10 μm
were formed onto both surfaces of all ion-exchange membranes,
regardless of the membrane thickness. In this manner, the
difference in the platinum layers was minimized, which may
affect the performance of IPMC actuators.
Figure 5 describes the actuation performance of P(VDF-co-

HFP)-g-PSSA membrane-based IPMCs. The total thickness
containing platinum layers in the IPMCs obtained from TN,
MI, and TK membranes was 280, 550, and 1300 μm,
respectively. As the thickness increased, the displacement of
the IPMCs decreased; when a DC voltage of 2 V was applied
for 70 s, the maximum displacements of the three IPMCs were
approximately 2.6, 2.0, and 1.2 mm. In addition, applying an
AC voltage of 3 V at a frequency of 1 Hz to the IPMCs resulted

in the peak displacements of about 1.55, 0.91, and 0.46 mm.
However, the force generation of the IPMC actuators was
significantly enhanced through increasing the thickness. As
shown in Figure 5c, the thick (TK) IPMC generated ∼15 times
larger force compared to that of the thin (TN) IPMC. The
blocking force of the TK IPMC was 65.0 mN at 4 V DC, which
enabled the TK IPMC actuator with a size of 30 × 40 mm2 to
lift a coin of 7.7 g (Figure 5d).
The performance of the stacked Nafion film-based IPMC

actuators is presented in Figure 6. The IPMCs prepared with 1,
3, 5, and 7 stacking layers of Nafion films had a thickness of
210, 590, 975, and 1360 μm, respectively. For 1L, 3L, 5L, and
7L IPMCs, the propensity in actuation properties was identical
to that of P(VDF-co-HFP)-g-PSSA membrane-based IPMCs:
highly improved force generation but decreased displacement
as the thickness increased. For the 7L IPMC, the blocking force
at DC 4 V was about 250 mN, which was over 30 times larger
compared to that of the 1L IPMC. Moreover, two coins of
about 15.4 g were successfully lifted by applying a DC voltage
of 4 V to the 5L IPMC actuator with a size of 20 × 60 mm2.
The decrease in the displacement of IPMCs, as their

thickness increased, can be explained by the following reasons.
For thick IPMCs, the distance that the hydrated mobile ions in
the IPMCs have to move is longer than that of thin IPMCs.
While the applied electric potential is fixed, the gap between the
metal electrodes increases in thick IPMCs. It induces the
decrease in effective potential across IPMCs as the thickness
increased, causing the slowdown of the movement in mobile
ions. Hence, thick IPMCs exhibit relatively slow and small
deflection compared to thin IPMCs.

Figure 6. Actuation performance of IPMCs based on stacked Nafion films. Time−displacement curves of the IPMCs measured (a) at a point of 10
mm away from the grip with 3 V of DC and (b) at a point of 20 mm away from the grip with 4 V of AC in the form of a step wave at a frequency of 1
Hz. The curves under AC potentials were plotted with different scales, 1 mm for 1L and 3L IPMCs and 0.2 mm for 5L and 7L IPMCs as shown in b.
The thicknesses of 1L, 3L, 5L, and 7L IPMCs were about 210, 590, 975, and 1360 μm, respectively. (c) Blocking force of the IPMCs with different
thicknesses recorded with a load cell at a point of ∼15 mm away from the grip under 3 and 4 V of DC. (d) Actuation test of the 5L IPMCs with a
size of 20 × 60 mm2 under 4 V of DC for 20 s. The weight of the coins was about 15.4 g.
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This supposition can be supported by the time-displacement
curves as shown in Figure 6a. The 1L IPMC showed back-
relaxation, which often arises from Nafion-based IPMCs
because of the back-diffusion of water.43 However, for the
other IPMCs that were relatively thick, back-relaxation was not
observed. This is presumably due to the long distance and the
reduced electric potential of thick IPMCs causing slow
transport of the hydrated mobile ions and preventing the
back-diffusion of water.
3.5. Force Generation of IPMCs. From the actuation tests,

it was observed that a large blocking force is generated by
IPMC actuators with increased thickness. This is because
thicker IPMCs can provide a larger bending stiffness. Thus, the
relationship between the thickness and bending stiffness of
IPMCs needs to be investigated to be able to improve their
actuation performance. The bending stiffness is described as the
product of Young’s modulus and the momentum of inertia of
IPMCs. On the basis of the cantilever beam model, the
following equation can be obtained.44

δ
· =E I

PL
3

3

(1)

where P is the applied force, δ is the deflection, L is the length,
E is Young’s modulus, and I is the momentum of inertia of
IPMCs. Because IPMCs have the shape of a rectangular beam,
the momentum of inertia is obtained as follows:44

=I
bh
12

3

(2)

where b is the width, and h is the thickness of the IPMCs. Thus,
the Young’s modulus of IPMCs is expressed as follows:

δ
=E

PL
bh

4 3

3 (3)

Using Nafion film-based IPMCs of different stacking layers,
the bending stiffness and Young’s modulus as a function of the
thickness were experimentally evaluated. For the measure-
ments, one end of IPMCs was fixed, and an external force was
applied to the other end (30 mm away from the grip) by using
a load cell. In other words, the IPMCs were deflected only by a
load cell without applying an electric potential. The applied
force and the deflection of IPMCs were recorded with a load
cell and a laser displacement meter, respectively.
Figure 7 exhibits Young’s modulus and bending stiffness as a

function of the thickness of stacked Nafion film-based IPMCs.
The Young’s modulus slightly decreases when the thickness
increases. It is due to the relatively increased water content in
thick IPMCs because thick films naturally have large inner and
small surface portions compared to thin ones, leading to
containing more water in the thick films. Indeed, the water
uptake of Nafion films gradually increased with increasing
thickness (Table 1). It has been reported that the large water
content in Nafion films causes the decrease in Young’s
modulus.45 The other reason why the Young’s modulus is
low for thick IPMCs may be related to the decrease in the
portion of platinum layers in thick IPMCs because the Young’s
modulus of Nafion is lower than that of the platinum layers.
The thickness of platinum layers on both surfaces was ∼20 μm,
which was ∼9.5% of the total thickness for the 1L IPMC.
However, the thickness portion of platinum layers in the 7L
IPMC was only ∼1.5%.

The bending stiffness highly increased with increasing
thickness (Figure 7). The relationship between the two
parameters was derived by fitting the values in the bending
stiffness to a power function of the thickness. As a result, it was
confirmed that the bending stiffness of IPMCs is approximately
proportional to the cube (∼2.857) of the thickness (h). The
reason why the power value is actually lower than 3 is due to
the decrease of the Young’s modulus for thick IPMCs.
Nonetheless, the increase in the bending stiffness with
increasing thickness is exceptional, implying that the thicker
IPMCs provide a larger force generation.
On the basis of these results, IPMC actuators that generate a

large force which is applicable to practical uses were fabricated.
The thickness of IPMCs increased up to about 2300 μm by
using an ion-exchange membrane prepared via stacking 12
layers of Nafion 117 films. Then, the ultrathick IPMC was
utilized to verify how many coins it was possible to lift. Figure 8

shows the actuation of the ultrathick IPMC. When a DC
voltage of 4 V was applied to the IPMC actuator with a size of 2
× 6 cm2, 13 coins (∼100 g) were successfully lifted, which had
never been demonstrated in previous research. This IPMC
actuator with a significantly enhanced force generation will hold
important implications in developing artificial muscles.

4. CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that manipulating the thickness of
IPMC actuators offers key benefits to enhance their force
generation. IPMCs with controlled thickness could be obtained
by using ion-exchange membranes prepared via radiation-
induced graft copolymerization or stacking of pre-extruded

Figure 7. Young’s modulus (black square) and bending stiffness (blue
circle) as a function of the thickness of stacked Nafion film-based
IPMCs. Some error bars are not shown because they are smaller than
the size of the data points. The relationship between the bending
stiffness and thickness of IPMCs was derived by fitting (red dashed
curve) with an equation in the plot.

Figure 8. Actuation of IPMC actuator prepared via stacking 12 layers
of Nafion 117 films under 4 V of DC for 30 s. The dimension of the
IPMC was 20 × 60 × 2.3 mm3. The total weight of the coins was
about 100 g.
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films. Because the produced membranes had identical proper-
ties but different thicknesses, the effect of IPMC thickness on
the actuation performance could be precisely analyzed. The
IPMC actuators exhibited a highly enhanced force generation
with increasing thickness, resulting from a larger bending
stiffness of thicker IPMCs. On the basis of these results, an
ultrathick IPMC actuator which can lift a weight of 100 g was
fabricated, which showed great potential in developing artificial
muscles. These results will be of importance in expanding the
applicability of IPMC actuators.
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